Extended Abstract Comment Form


Please fill out the following information about the abstract that you are reviewing for the preconference symposium. Use as much space as you think is necessary.

Name of commenter: Paul F. Marty

1. Title of abstract reviewed: Artistic Use of Information Technology

2. Eprint # of abstract reviewed: 1414

3. The main question or concern this research addresses is: how to address the role information technology plays in the creative efforts of writers and artists. The author does an excellent job of explaining the need to expand social informatics into literature and the arts, and presents a compelling case for research studies about the use of IT by literary authors and editors.

4. The most interesting thing about the research described by the abstract is: how the use of new information technologies may change the “key values” of literary authors and editors. I found particularly interesting the argument that new technologies, “by allowing new approaches to literature,” may encourage writers to adopt new standards and new values.

5. The biggest question I had after reading the abstract was: whether there has been any research about the effect writers and artists have had / are having on the information technologies they use. For example, the author cited a 1991 study about the use of word processors by literary authors, which presumably explored how the word processor affected the way writers work. Has no one explored the opposite process? As the use of interactive, open-source, and community-driven information technologies increases, one might suspect that writers and artists are affecting the development of new technologies just as much as the new technologies affect them (a process of co-evolution or co-adaptation). Is this happening, and is anyone studying it?
6. The author should look at the following topics or sources as they continue their study:

It seems to me that the author is extremely well-grounded in the appropriate literature and certainly an expert in literature and art informatics!

In the event the author wishes to learn more about co-evolution or co-adaptation, I’d suggest:


Thank you for completing the comment form. Please save this form to your desktop, and if possible convert to PDF format. You will then need to upload the completed form to dLIST. Please see the following website for further instructions on how to upload your comments:

http://slisweb.lis.wisc.edu/~kreschen/dlistcomment.htm